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Abstract 
Given x E [w” an integer relation for x is a non-trivial vector m E Z” with inner product 
(m, x) = 0. 
In this paper we prove the following: Unless every NP language is recognizable in deterministic 
quasi-polynomial time, i.e., in time O(npo’y(‘ogn) ), the &-shortest integer relation for a given 
vector x E Q” cannot be approximated in polynomial time within a factor of 2’og0’5-‘n, where y 
is an arbitrarily small positive constant. 
This result is quasi-complementary to positive results derived from lattice basis reduction. 
A variant of the well-known L3-algorithm approximates for a vector x E Q” the &shortest integer 
relation within a factor of 2”” in polynomial time. 
Our proof relies on recent advances in the theory of probabilistically checkable proofs, in 
particular on a reduction from 2-prover l-round interactive proof-systems. 
The same inapproximability result is valid for finding the /,-shortest integer solution for a 
homogeneous linear system of equations over Q. @ 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
Keywords: Approximation algorithm; Computational complexity; Integer relations, Label cover; 
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1. Introduction 
Given x=(x1,..., x,) E [w” an integer relation for x is a non-trivial vector m = 
(ml,..., m,) E Z” satisfying (m, x) = 0, where (., .) denotes the Euclidean inner product 
(m,x) := C:zlmjxi. W . e investigate into the following minimization problems: 
SHORTEST INTEGER RELATION in &-norm (SIR,). 
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Instance: A rational vector x E Q”. 
Solution: A non-zero vector m E Z” such that (m, x) = 0. 
Measure: The &-norm llrnllrn := maxiGiQn lmil of the vector m. 
SHORTEBT SIMULTANEOUS INTEGER RELATION in em-norm (SSIR,). 
Instance: Y rational non-zero vectors ~1,. . . ,yr E Cl!“. 
Solution: A simultaneous integer relation m E Z” for ~1,. . . ,yr, i.e., a non-zero vector 
m E Z” such that (m,yj) = 0, j = 1,. . . , r. 
Measure: The &-norm llml/oo := maxiGiGn 1~~~1 of the vector m. 
The problem of finding short and shortest integer relations is rather important because 
it can be applied to compute minimal polynomials of an algebraic number, (simulta- 
neous) diophantine approximations and integer dependencies among real vectors (see 
[12,13, lo]). 
Obviously, for a non-zero vector x E Cl!’ there are n - 1 linearly independent inte- 
ger relations. However, van Emde Boas [ 171 has shown that the decision variant of 
SIR, is NP-complete. For arbitrary real non-zero x E Iw” it cannot even be decided 
in a very general model of computation whether there exists an integer relation at all 
(see [71). 
On the other hand, H&tad, Just, Lagarias and Schnorr [lo] proposed a polynomial 
time algorithm which approximates for input x E Q” the shortest integer relation in the 
Euclidean norm (., .) ‘/’ within a factor 2n/2. An algorithm is said to approximate a 
positive real-valued function opt(.) within a factor f if on every input Z, the value 
of its output is within a factor f of opt(Z). Thus, by the result of [lo] SIR, can be 
approximated in polynomial time within a factor fi2’@. 
The problem of finding the shortest integer relation in any &-norm clearly contains 
the SHORTEST VECTOR problem SV, for integral lattices in the same &norm, i.e., the 
problem of finding for an integral basis bi, . . . , b, of an additive subgroup of the Z” 
the tP,-shortest non-zero linear integral combination of bl, . . . ,b,; its decision variant is 
known to be NP-complete for p = CKI (see [ 171). 
On the other hand, Arora et al. [4] have shown that under the widely believed 
assumption NP g QP there exists no polynomial-time algorithm approximating the 
SHORTEST VECTOR problem in the &-norm within a factor of 2’0s0’5-y’, where y is 
an arbitrarily small positive constant. QP denotes the set of all languages which are 
recognizable in time 0( nPolY@‘s n,), where II is the length of the input. 
In our reduction we adapt the proof in [4] to derive the same inapproximability 
result for the SSIR, problem. For the reduction we will use an equivalent optimization 
problem, stated as follows: 
MIN Z-SOLUTION OF HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR SYSTEM in &,-norm (MIN HLS, ). 
Instance: A homogeneous linear system Ax = 0 of r equations in n variables, where 
A is a rational Y x n matrix and 0 the all-zero vector in [w”. 
Solution: A non-zero vector x E Z” satisfying Ax = 0. 
Measure: The e,-norm llx]loo := maxlQiGn lxi] of the vector x. 
The inapproximability result established here adds to the recently derived results on 
optimization problems arising from linear systems of equations (see [I, 2,4]). 
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From the problem MN Z-SOLUTION OF HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR SYSTEM in &-norm we 
give a gap-prese~ng reduction to the problem SHORTEST INTEGER ELATION in &-norm 
which implies the claimed inapproximability result. 
2. Preliminaries 
We briefly introduce some notation (see 161): 
Definition 1. An optimization problem Il is a set 9 g{O, 1)” of instances, a set 
Y C{O, 1)” of feasible solutions on input I E 9, and a polynomial-time computable 
measure m : ./t x Y + R+, that assigns each tuple of instance I and solution S, a pos- 
itive real number m(f,S), called the ua~ue of the solution S. The optimization problem 
is to find, for a given input I E 9 a solution S E Y such that m(l, S) is optimum over 
all possible SE 9’. 
If the optimum is minsEC~{m(Z,S)} (resp. maxsE~~{m(f,S)}) we refer to 17 as a 
minimization (resp. maximization) problem. 
Definition 2. For an input I of a minimization problem ET whose optimal solution has 
value opt(I), an algorithm A is said to approximate opt(Z) within a factor f(l) iff 
the output .4(Z) of A on input I satisfies 
where f(l)& 1 and A(I) z=- 0. 
For exhibiting the hardness of approximation problems we introduce the following 
reduction due to Arora [3]: 
Definition 3. Let II and II’ be two minimization problems and p, p’ 3 1. A gap- 
preserving reduction from 17 to II’ with parameters ((c, p),{c’,~‘)) is a pol~omial 
time transformation r mapping every instance I of II7 to an instance I’= r(I) of II’ 
such that for the optima optn(I) and optn,(I’) of I and I’, respectively, the following 
holds: 
oPt,(I)<c * optn@‘)<cf, 
oPtn(O3c. p =k- optnt(l’)2X’ . pf, 
where c, p and c’, p’ depend on the instance sizes ]I 1 and 11’1, respectively. 
3. MN PSEUDO LABEL COVER 
In the following G = ( fi, 6, E) denotes a bipartite graph, $9 a set of labels for the 
vertices in l$ u V,, and for every eE E there exists a partial function IIf, : B--+L49 
describing the admissible pairs of labels. Moreover, we assume that G is regular, i.e., 
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every node of G is incident to the same number of edges. This property of G is a 
result of the reduction in [4] from ~-SAT to MIN PSEUDO LABEL COVER sketched below. 
We adapt the notation of [4]. 
Definition 4. A labelling of G = ( fi, &, E) is a pair (.!Yt,Z3) of functions 4 : K -+ 
2g, i = 1,2, assigning each vertex in fi U V, a possibly empty set of labels. 
Definition 5. Let (~37~~3’22) be a labelling of G=(fi, l&E) and e=(ur,q),q E 
&,v~E V2, an edge of G. We call e=(ut,u2) 
untouched iff ~~(211)=~~(~2)=0, 
covered iff 4(q) #S, ~33(02)#0 and for all labels b2 EP&(u~) there exists a label 
bt E 9t(ul) such that ZIe(bl ) = b2 or 
cancelled iff 93(212)=0, !91(ul)#0 and for every label bl EPI(u~) there exists a 
distinct label b{ E Pi such that for some label b2 E Z-3 we have II, = b2 and 
Il,(b’, ) = b2. 
A labelling (pt,4) of G = ( fi, 6, E) is called a pseudo-cover of G iff 
(i) U v,EY,,V2EYZ~~1u~)U~(u2)#0 and 
(ii) every edge of G is either untouched, covered or cancelled by the labelling 
(971,92). 
Definition 6. The &-cost of labelling (~r,~~) for a graph G = (fi, F$,E) is defined 
as cost(Y~,%)= max,,EV, I~t(rl)I. 
Definition 7 (MIN PSEUDO-LABEL COVER (MIN PSL,)). 
Instance: A regular bipartite graph G = (fi, V&E), a set of labels 68 = { 1,. . . ,JV}, 
JV E N+, and for every edge e E E a partial function II, : 99 + $3 such that IZ; ‘( 1) # 0 
for the distinguished label 1 E g. 
Solution: A pseudo-cover (CF’t,C&) of G. 
Measure: The &-cost co.st(Yt ,93) of the pseudo-cover (91 , 92). 
The above definition ensures the existence of a pseudo-cover with &,-cost at most JV; 
simply let Y2(212) = { 1) f or all 212 E V, and 6Yr(ut)=S? for all q E 6. 
Lemma 8 (Arora et al. [4]). There exists a quasi-polynomial time, i.e., O(np”‘y(‘ogn)) 
transformation z from ~-SAT to MIN PSEUDO-LABEL COVER such that, for all 
instances I, 
1 E ~-SAT + 3 pseudo-cover (PI,~z) of r(l): cost(gt , .c?&) = 1 
I $I 3-SAT + v pseudo-cover (63q,.!?$) of r(Z): cost(C?q,P2 >2’0s0.5-‘N, 
where y is an arbitrarily small positive constant and N is the size of r(I). 
Remark. In their proof Arora et al. [4] use results of [9,5] stating that every language 
in NP (particularly ~-SAT) has a 2-prover l-round interactive proof-system. Roughly 
speaking, a 2-prover l-round interactive proof-system consists in one probabilistic 
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polynomial time verifier communicating with two computationally unbounded provers 
who are not allowed to co~unicate with each other. The provers want to convince 
the verifier that a given input x belongs to a prespecified language L. The key idea 
of the reduction presented in [4] is the translation of the provers’ strategy causing 
the verifier to accept into an instance of Mm PSEUDO-LABEL COVER using the specific 
properties of 2-prover l-round interactive proof-system of [9]. Hereby a large gap be- 
tween the acceptance probability in the case that Z E ~-SAT versus the case I 4 ~-SAT 
translates into a large gap between the &,-cost of the co~esponding MIN PSEUT~O-LABEL 
COVER instance in both cases. It is implicit [9, 141 that the fraction of cancelled edges 
is neglegible small. It has been shown in [4] that the fraction of cancelled edges for 
every vertex vi E fi is either small, i.e., less than 0( 1/2’“s05”r N), or at least one vertex 
with a large fraction of cancelled edges causes large [,-cost of the MIN PSEUDO-LABEL 
COVER instance. 
4. MIN Z-SOLUTION OF HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR SYSTEM 
For the remaining we will restrict the labels assigned to a vertex 81 E 5 to valid 
labels. A label bi E G? is valid for vertex ui E 6 iff 17,(bl) is defined for all edges e E E 
incident to ~1. This restriction does not affect the gap proven in the above Lemma [4]. 
For, if I E ~-SAT then there exists a pseudo-cover (pi,9’~) of z(Z) with co.rt($‘r ,4) = 1, 
i.e., every edge incident to a vertex u] E Vr is covered by exactly one label which hence 
must be valid. On the other hand, if I @~-SAT restricting all possible labels for every 
vertex vi E Vi to valid ones can only increase the &-cost of the pseudo-cover of z(I). 
Theorem 9. There exists a polynomial time transformation z from MIN PSEUDO LABEL 
COVER to MIN H-SOLUTION OF HOMCXXNEOUS LINEAR SYSTEM such that, for all instances 
f and for all p> I, 
Proof. From a given Mm PSEGDO-LABEL COVER instance Z = (6, Y,,E, II, 9, ~5’“) we 
construct a homogeneous linear system of equations Ax = 0 with A an Y x n matrix of 
entries {-l,O,l},r=I~lJ(r+IEl(~“+ 1) and n=21I$]Jlr$ ]I~IJV”+ 1. 
Let (u, b) be a pair with v E V, U I$ and b E B(v) where a(~) := B for all 02 E VZ 
and .@(t’i) := {valid labels for ui}. W.1.o.g. we assume B’(Q) := B for all ui E 6, 
i.e., I.B(ur )I = _&- for every vertex t+ E &. Othe~ise we would have to replace in the 
following reduction every term /VI IN by CUIECi @?(ui)I. 
For every pair (~,b) with v E 6 U V, and b E B we now define a column vector 
u,,b E {-l,O, l}’ of A as follows. The first IEI(Jf -t 1) coordinates of uv,b are split 
into IEl blocks of e-projections U&Q,) - one (~6’” + 1 )-length block for every edge 
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e E E. In particular, we define for every (~2, bz ) E y2 x 9? 
&(@,,h, 1 := 
eb, iff e is incident o 02, 
0 otherwise. 
and for every (vr,bt)~ I$ x &’ 
M%,,b, > := 
1 - %ib,) iff e is incident to ~1, 
0 otherwise, 
where ej, j = 1,. . . , M, denotes the jth-unit vector and 0,l the all-zero, all-one vector 
R?+‘, respectively. Note that by restricting the labels bl E 8 to valid ones IZe(bl) is 
well defined for all edges e incident to ~1. 
The definition of the remaining / l$ /_Af coordinates of a,$ uses the properties of 
Hadamard matrices. A Hadamard matrix of order L’, denoted by &, is an 6’ x L’ 
matrix with &l entries such that H/H: = 4Zf. The columns of LHl clearly form an 
orthonormal basis. Therefore ]I( l/v’?)H~z]12 = 11~112 for every z $‘. If z E Zp has at 
least k non-zero entries we thus have 
We may assume that for & = N there exists a Hadamard matrix Hf = [hi,. . . , he] with 
column vectors &, of He, each of them uniquely identified with a label b E .!3. 
Hadamard matrices Hf can iteratively be constructed if e is a power of 2, cf. [15]. 
If JV is not a power of 2 we define H_+e as the 2r*‘s”‘l x .M matrix consisting in 
the first J’ columns of the Hadamard matrix of order 2r’Os.,‘*ffl. Clearly, inequality (1) 
remains valid for this definition of HJ- and vectors z E LPV with at least k nonzero 
entries. However, the matrix A in question becomes a (]E](,Y + 1) + I V; 12 [log ~‘1) x 
((I~j+)y2/)Je/^+l+l~~2r”s.~~~) matrix rather than a (jE~(Jlr+l)+~~l~u~)x((~V~~+ 
/Vzl)Jlr+ 1 + lV,lJlr) one. For simplifying the reduction we thus may assume ./t” = 2’ 
for some /e N. 
We now split the last 1 V, [Jli coordinates of a&b into 16 1 blocks of q-projections 
u,,(au,b) - one M-length block for every vertex u1 E fi - where the vl-projections for 
every v f V; U ?$ and b E 93 are defined as follows: 
%, (%,b) := 
Ab iff u=vl, 
0 otherwise 
and 0 denotes the all-zero vector in KY ‘” This definition clearly implies uv,(av,b) = 0 . 
for all u E V, and all b E S? (Fig. 1). 
Moreover, we define the (/ Vi [Af + / V2 IA’” f 1 )th-column vector q as the vector 
having I in each of the first lE](Jtr + 1) coordinates and 0 in the remaining ones. 
The remaining 1 F’l IJfr column vectors are e 1~ (,n~+i )+i,i = 1,. . . ,I VI 1~” where ej 
denotes the jth-unit vector in R~r’IJY+IEI(~,Yfl). 
The resulting matrix A is shown in the above Fig. 2. 
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1 - eII.(bl 
__________--_____-_---. 
e-projection 
_______________ _____________ 
N I hb, _________-__--_ - --~_- ---~ 
vl-projection 
___ 
1 
P 
1 __. 
___ 
-__ 
__---_-_ 
_-_-_--_ 
_______. 
.---____. 
.-__ 
0 
I 
0 
0 .___ 
__- 
0 
--- 
Fig. 1. The resulting column vectors due to [4] 
1 VI 1. lecolumns 1 V21~ 4 ‘columns 1 column 1 VI 1 w1 columns 
IEl(,V + 1)rows 
i 
M%,bl ).. .Ue(av,h , 11 PEE [ue(%6)1 eEL I 0 i’E Y, ,C,.hEV2 x II 
Iv,lU4‘rows [ur, (Q”,b, )>. > uu, (U”,h (fl )I I’, EV, 0 0 
ilE Y, IlVL1.f 1 
Fig. 2. The matrix A (we abbreviate [u,(u,~,~, ), ,ue(a,,~, , )] ebb =: [u~(~,,~)]~EE ). 
t E ‘;> ,,‘.bEVZ x a
Given a vector YE RIvll~“+IEl(.Ir+‘), 1 e u&y) denote the vector y restricted to its t 
first IEI(N + 1) coordinates. Let x= Cx,,hu~(qb) be a non-trivial linear integral 
combination of the ‘restricted’ column vectors ~(a~,,b). Then, assigning every vertex 
v a label b iff &,J # 0 defines a labelling (PT, 9;) induced by the vector x. From [4, 
Corollary lo] it follows that any such x with x = auk, LX E Z, induces a pseudo- 
cover of (6, G,E). 
Thus, any non-trivial integral solution n of the homogeneous linear system Ax = 0 
induces by its first 1 VI 1 N + 1 V2 IJV coordinates a pseudo-cover of (VI, V2,E) (note that 
the last /VI 1,1“ column vectors of the matrix A have O-entries in its first ]El(-V + 1) 
coordinates). 
Thus, for the induced pseudo-cover (9;,9;) there exists a vertex VI E Vt with at 
least optMinPSL,(Z) labels assigned. This in turn means that x has at least optMinPSL,(Z) 
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non-zero entries. By the above properties of the Hadamard matrices we see that there 
existsan indexi*E{IEI(_N+l)+l,...,(EJ(N+l)+IVt/N} suchthat 
As x is a solution of Ax = 0 its remaining 1 VI IN coordinates are forced to cancel out 
each of the sums 
IV, 1-V 
C ai,jXj, 
j=l 
where i=IEl(N+l)+l,...,IEj(.Af+l)+IVtIN. H ence, any non-trivial integral solu- 
tion x of Ax=0 has one entry, say x~v,~,~~+~v~l~+t+~*, j* E {l ..., 1 VI IN} satisfying 
llXllm 3 IxIV~I.I~+lVzlN+l+j* I > \lOPtMinlYX, (I). 
NOW assume OPtMinPsL, (I) = 1. Let (.!?I, 92) denote the corresponding labelling. Then 
the (2 I VI 1 JV + I VZ IJV + 1 )-length vector x given by 
X,,,~l(o~) := 1 VUi E F$, i = 1,2, 
xo,,b I= 0 VUi E Vi, Vb E g\cYi(Ui), i = 1,2, 
~~v,~“4”+~v&v”+1 := -1, 
XIV,lM+IV~lM+l+i := -xi i= l,...,lV~lAf 
obviously is a feasible solution of the homogeneous linear system Ax=0 satisfying 
II4lm = 1. 
The reduction from the given instance Z of Mm PSEUDO LABEL COVER to the above 
constructed matrix A is feasible in time polynomial in the dimension of A which in turn 
is polynomial in ]Zl. Clearly, the above reduction r is gap-reserving with parameters 
((l>P)?(l,Ji+). 0 
Combining Lemma 8 and the above Theorem 9 yields the following. 
Corollary 10. Approximating MIN Z-SOLUTION of HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR SYSTEM in 
[,-norm within a factor of 2’“go’5-’ n is almost-NP-hard for any y > 0. 
5. The final reduction 
5.1. Aggregation 
The following lemma implicitely proven by Kamran [ 1 l] establishes a polynomial- 
time reduction from a system of homogeneous linear equations to a single equation 
with identical solution set, provided that the solutions are bounded. 
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Lemma 11. Let A be an integral r x n matrix, [[Alloo the maximum absolute value 
of its entries aij, 1~ i < r, 1 <j < n, and 0 the r-dimensional all-zero vector. Then 
Bp n {X E Z” I AX = 0} =B, f~ , 
where B, denotes the n-dimensional ball of [,-radius p centered at the origin and 
k = njlAl/oop -t 1. 
Proof. Denote the two sets by S, and S1, respectively. Clearly, S, C S,. For proving 
the reverse inclusion, suppose that there exists an element x E S1 not satisfying at least 
one equation of Ax = 0. Let al,. . . , a, denote the row vectors of A and i,,, the largest 
index for which (aj,x) #O. As /[XII, 6~ we have 
I( <nllAlloo~ = k - 1 
since x E $1 we must have 
eki(ai,x) = 0. 
i=l 
By definition of i,,, this yields 
&nm - 1 
C ki(al,x) = -kim+zi,,,,x) 
i=l 
with a non-zero right-hand side implying that the left-hand side is also non-zero. Now 
the left-hand side is both a multiple of kimax and in absolute value bounded by kimaX - 
kdk jrnax - 1, a contradiction of course proving the lemma. q 
5.2. Hardness of approximating optima for integer relations 
By piecing the above results together we now prove the following: 
Theorem 12. Unless NP 2 QP, there exists no polynomial-time algorithm approximat- 
ing the SHORTEST IINTEGER RELATION problem in [,-norm within a factor of 2“‘go5-“‘, 
where y is an arbitrarily small positive constant. 
Proof. We may assume that we are given an instance 11 = ( VI, V2, E, ZZ, S?, J”) of MIN 
PSEUDO-LABEL COVER with the properties shown in Lemma 8. In applying the reduc- 
tion given in the proof of Theorem 9 we obtain an instance Z2 of MIN H-SOLUTION 
of HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR SYSTEM. Z;! consists of an integral (I VI )M + IEl(.N” + 1)) x 
GlVllJlrS IVzlJlr+ 1) matrix A. For the proof of the Theorem it thus suffices to have 
a gap-preserving reduction from MIN Z-SOLUTION of HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR SYSTEM to 
SHORTEST INTEGER RELATION. 
Fixing p 2 1 and applying Lemma 11 to the matrix A with p = fi and k = (21 VI I~lr+ 
1 V2 I..lr + 1 )fi + 1 (note that I/ AllW = 1) will do the work. We obtain an instance, say 
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13, of SHORTEST INTEGER RELATION, consisting in a single equation 
5 5 k’aijxj = 0, 
i=l j=l 
(2) 
wherer=IV~J~+IEI(Jlr+l)andn=21V~JJlr+Iy,J~+l. 
Assume OPcMinHLS, (Iz)>fi. By Lemma 11 a solution x of (2) with llxlloo <,/ji 
is also a solution of Ax = 0, contradicting Theorem 9. Hence, for every solution x of 
(2) we must have 
If OPtMinHLs,(Z2) = 1, again by Lemma 11, every optimum solution for 12 is a witness 
Of 0&IR,(z3) = l. 
Thus, we obtain a quasi-polynomial time transformation z such that, for all instances 
Z and for all y > 0, 
Z E 3-SAT =+ opts,R,($Z)) = 1, 
Z $! j-SAT + O&IR,(Z(Z)) > d%==. 
Therefore, given a polynomial-time algorithm approximating the SHORTEST INTEGER 
RELATION problem in em-norm within a factor of 2’0g05-Yn for some y > 0 would enable 
us to decide ~-SAT in quasi-polynomial time. 0 
From Theorem 12 we easily conclude the following: 
Corollary 13. Approximating SHORTEST INTEGER RELATION in tf,,-norm within a factor 
of 210gVi is almost-NP-hard for any y > 0. 
6. Conclusions 
We have shown that under the assumption NP 9 QP there exists no polynomial-time 
algorithm approximating SIR, within a factor of 2’“go’5-Yn, where y is an arbitrary small 
positive constant. 
Improving the inapproximability gap to nb for some 6 >O is a still open problem. 
It is also desirable to prove the NP-hardness of approximating SIR, rather than the 
almost-NP-hardness. 
Arora et al. [4] showed also the almost-NP-hardness of approximating the NEAREST 
VECTOR for any /,-norm, the NEAREST CODEWORD and related problems within a factor of 
210g0.5-~, for y > 0. The proof relies on a quasi-polynomial-time reduction from the LABEL 
COVER problem (see [4,3]). Using a recent result of Raz [16] the inapproximability 
gap can be amplified to 2’“g’-Yn for any y > 0. Unfortunately, the underlying technique 
(‘parallel repetition’) cannot be applied to the MIN PSEUDO LABEL COVER problem since 
the latter has specific geometric properties inherently given by the 2-prover l-round 
interactive proof-system of [9] (see also [S]). 
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Thus, in order to resolve the above open problems a more direct reduction to SIR, 
avoiding MIN PSEUDO-LABEL COVER seems promising. This point requires further study. 
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